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1) Flipped learning: definition 

A key issue in education today, even more so in times of pandemic, is the relationship with 
technology and the consequent introduction of innovative and more effective ways of transmitting 
knowledge. One proposal that is gaining ground in the world of education is the Flipped Classroom 
(FC). This describes the implementation of the strategy generally known as Flipped Learning (FL): 

Flipped Learning is a framework that enables educators to reach every student. The Flipped 
approach inverts the traditional classroom model by introducing course concepts before class, 
allowing educators to use class time to guide each student through active, practical, innovative 
applications of the course principles. 

Academy of Active Learning Arts and Sciences 

This definition, proposed by the Academy of Active Learning Arts and Sciences (AALAS), indicates 
a structure/strategy (framework) that proposes to anticipate the transmission of knowledge at a 
time prior to the lesson, thus dedicating the class time to a more active and practical approach to 
the subject being taught.  

I have chosen this definition, among the many found on the Internet and in the various books on 
the subject, because it respects the idea of a scheme that must be applied - and thus completed - 
by the teacher according to his or her own teaching convictions. It is not, therefore, a list of 
prescriptions on how to do teaching, which would result in a rigid organisation of teaching. On the 
contrary, it reflects the need for each teacher to adapt his or her teaching to the needs of the 
class, while fully respecting teaching autonomy.  

Imagine there's no lesson 

in the morning at school.  

No tests, no anxieties, 

and no examinations, too. 

Imagine all the students 

using their phones in peace. 

 

No, this is not some utopian John Lennon rant, but a simple and effective teaching model that is 
spreading in Italy: the flipped classroom. 

 

1.1) The idea 

The idea behind the flipped classroom was born in 2007 in a high school in a remote town in 
Colorado. Here, two teachers, looking for a way to prevent their students (often absent for health 
or sporting reasons) from falling behind, had a brilliant idea: they recorded their lessons and shared 
them with their students on YouTube. This way, in the afternoon, the students could watch the 
videos with the explanations and the next morning in class they could carry out collaborative 
activities, debates, workshops and deepen the concepts they had already come into contact with 
at home. 

1. If the frontal lesson is the same for everyone, the flipped classroom allows personalised 
learning, because it gives the possibility to watch the videos several times if something is not clear. 
Moreover, in this way the teacher in the classroom can devote himself to the needs of individuals, 
their doubts, their curiosities. On the other hand, it encourages in-depth study because a simple 
link provided by the teacher allows immediate access to further material. Everyone can follow their 
own pace: from children with difficulties to those who excel, because everyone becomes the 
protagonist of their own education. 
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2. Traditional teaching is centred on the teacher's voice, explaining the manual, the only book 
adopted. On the contrary, inverted teaching makes it possible to use not just one book, but all the 
contents of the network: videos, audios, graded exercises, etc. 

3. The role of the teacher is radically changed: from being the auctoritas, the repository of 
knowledge, from being the only active element that transmits knowledge in a unidirectional 
manner, he or she becomes a tutor, a facilitator, a guide who works alongside the student according 
to the student's needs, thus promoting the students' autonomy. 

4. The classroom is no longer the place of boredom (of the lesson) and anxiety (of the 
question). The class becomes a place for sharing experiences, ideas, doubts, for cooperation in 
building skills. For this reason, the final assessment will not be based on a single performance in 
which the student demonstrates that he/she has memorised concepts, but will be an ongoing 
evaluation of the course. 

5. For the purposes of flipped teaching, schools do not need to be equipped with special 
technological equipment, as it is sufficient for pupils to use the smartphones and tablets they 
spontaneously bring to school. 

 

The strategy of the flipped classroom has become a common topic in its form of creating video 
content to replace the frontal lesson. For some, this is an innovative way of teaching (introducing 
technology is innovation tout court, right?), when in fact it is a pure repetition of the frontal lesson, 
a method that has been tried and tested for at least a millennium. In an even more traditional 
form, back in the 1990s, Eric Mazur argued that this transition could be carried out using books, an 
excellent support for the transmission of knowledge. 

The strength of the use of videos in comparison to the classic face-to-face lesson lies, rather, in 
the possibility of listening to the material again. Thus, each student can adapt the learning process 
to his or her individual speed, not having to adjust to the pace chosen by the teacher in order to 
reach all the students, or at least most of them. This has many advantages, one of which is 
perceived self-efficacy. Not all students manage to follow the lessons in the same way and some 
may fall behind: the possibility of adapting teaching to one's own pace can help both the best 
performing student to study certain subjects in depth and the one with the most difficulty to avoid 
developing gaps which could be detrimental to subsequent learning. A truly inclusive school must 
also put people with particular talents in a position to develop them to the full, in an environment 
that is stimulating but leaves no one behind.  

The development of self-regulation and the perception of self-efficacy is fundamental in the 
transition from an education that is relegated to a specific time, that of school and sometimes 
university, to one that has as its primary objective the preparation of the individual to face the 
whole of life in a training perspective: the principle of lifelong learning.  

However, there is also a major problem with individual study that this form of knowledge 
transmission can open up: a poorly motivated student who does not prepare the lesson in advance 
could undermine the possibilities opened up by face-to-face teaching. The teacher would then be 
faced with the dilemma of either repeating what should already have been covered by the student 
or risking the student's exclusion. 

Flipped learning does not lend itself to improvisation in the hope of obtaining good results, but is 
an organisational possibility that must be transformed into a forma mentis in order to really work. 
A lack of motivation is therefore not the fault of the student, but a programming defect dictated 
by the distance between the learning objectives and the student's objectives. The purpose of the 
lesson in presence, which is discussed in the next paragraph, is to create bridges between these 
two levels in order to put them in communication according to a shared horizon of meaning and 
thus, potentially, increase motivation. 
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The focal point of the FL approach can be found in the teaching strategies that are put in place at 
the time of presence. The idea is that time - which, during the pandemic, we rediscovered to be a 
precious resource - can be dedicated to the construction of knowledge in order to go beyond the 
model of the student as a sack to be filled. This can be done through research work (inquiry-based 
education) and the systematisation of knowledge (making connections, giving value, etc.), through 
individual work to confront one's own perception of self-efficacy, or through collaborative work to 
develop the ability to work in groups. The latter is one of the transversal skills most in demand, 
not only at market level, but above all at human level. Group practice, in fact, facilitates the 
development of an ability to discuss and search for points of mutual understanding, as well as to 
negotiate and mediate between different points of view. 

The discourse on active teaching is directly linked to another debate that is open today: didactics 
by competences. Promoting their development through new forms of teaching is the basis for not 
leaving the discourse at the mercy of the market, since the alleged transversality of competences 
makes them excellent factors for personal development, long before they are commodities to be 
placed on the labour market. 

The use of active teaching allows much more time, so that one does not have to limit oneself to 
performance evaluation, but has the possibility to devote oneself to formative evaluation. Active 
teaching allows for a lot of feedback on which to build a dialogue, which is sometimes missing in a 
frontal lesson. Knowledge should not be assessed just to give a grade, but be part of the self-
assessment process in order to arrive at the competence of that knowledge, i.e. the ability to link 
it, use it and bring it to life. 

 

One of the risks of adopting Flipped Learning is that students will see this change as a ploy by the 
teacher to delegate to them what should be their task. This is due to the fact that students are 
accustomed to a certain form of teaching that leads them to think that the teacher's work stops 
when he or she is present in class and explains the topics "by program". 

On the contrary, activating this strategy may require a much greater commitment, especially if 
original materials designed specifically for the class are proposed. The most onerous step, however, 
is the planning of the course: the change needs to be organised in all its aspects, because the 
demand for responsibility from students is greater than in more traditional teaching. 

The Flipped Classroom is not an innovation that upsets the schemes, since all its aspects have been 
tested and used for a long time; the innovative factor lies more in the different organisation and 
systematisation of these. 

The use of electronic media is not the core of the strategy, but at most a tool that can help to carry 
out certain steps. Nor should it be the totem of those who think that technology can solve all 
problems. The mainstay must be the teacher who, by adapting the strategy to his own reality and 
communicating the possibilities and criticalities in the right way, manages to optimise the time 
spent in the presence of his pupils in such a way as to truly activate the transformative value of 
the school experience. 

 

2) Example of an Authentic Task 

Historians online! 

The teacher who maintains the school website wants to open a section on the work of primary 
school pupils. In particular, she wants to complete the history section this month and needs 
documentation on Chinese civilisation. She has therefore asked the fourth classes to create a 
multimedia product, which we will have to send her the link to. 

In particular, she is asking us to create a Padlet with the main news about Chinese civilisation. 
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To make the work, you will be divided into groups and each group will deal with one aspect of the 
civilisation. 

 

Storici online! 

L’insegnante che cura il sito della scuola intende aprire una sezione riguardante i lavori realizzati 
dagli alunni della scuola primaria. In particolare entro questo mese vuole completare la sezione 
dedicata alla storia e necessita di una documentazione riguardante la civiltà cinese. Ha chiesto 
quindi alle classi quarte di realizzare un prodotto multimediale, del quale dovremo inviarle il link. 

In particolare ci chiede di realizzare un Padlet con le notizie principali sulla civiltà cinese. 

Per realizzare il lavoro verrete divisi in gruppi e ciascun gruppo si occuperà di un aspetto della 
civiltà. 

 

 

Group 1 

Where and when - China 
today - The dynasties 

 

Group 2 

The Great Wall of China - The 
Terracotta Army 

Group 3 

Religion - Social classes - Daily 
life 

Group 4 

Activities - Trade - From 
silkworm to silk 

 Group 5 

Inventions - Writing 

 

YOU HAVE THE WHOLE MORNING AT YOUR DISPOSAL 

 

To find the information you can use your textbook, other books you may wish to consult, news 
you can find online and the links I provide below: 

http://www.slideshare.net/casto56/civilt-cinese 

http://www.accademiadellospettacolo.it/gigante/elementari/storia2.htm# 

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esercito_di_terracotta 

http://scuole.portaleragazzi.it/anno-scolastico-2011-2012/2012/03/26/il-baco-da-seta/ 

http://ppbm.elmedi.it/materiali/testifacilitati/d4_st_06.pdf 

http://ppbm.elmedi.it/materiali/testifacilitati/v4_st_06.pdf 

https://storiapernoi.wordpress.com/tag/scuola-primaria/ 

http://www.aiutodislessia.net/schede-didattiche/scuola-elementare/storia-sc-elementare/i-
cinesi-sc-elementare/ 

http://www.ciaomaestra.it/public/01/LA_VIA_DELLA_SETA.PDF 

 

3) Evaluation checklist 

Group 1 
Points (1 for each delivery 
met) 

http://www.slideshare.net/casto56/civilt-cinese
http://www.accademiadellospettacolo.it/gigante/elementari/storia2.htm
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esercito_di_terracotta
http://scuole.portaleragazzi.it/anno-scolastico-2011-2012/2012/03/26/il-baco-da-seta/
http://ppbm.elmedi.it/materiali/testifacilitati/d4_st_06.pdf
http://ppbm.elmedi.it/materiali/testifacilitati/v4_st_06.pdf
https://storiapernoi.wordpress.com/tag/scuola-primaria/
http://www.aiutodislessia.net/schede-didattiche/scuola-elementare/storia-sc-elementare/i-cinesi-sc-elementare/
http://www.aiutodislessia.net/schede-didattiche/scuola-elementare/storia-sc-elementare/i-cinesi-sc-elementare/
http://www.ciaomaestra.it/public/01/LA_VIA_DELLA_SETA.PDF
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1 Did you highlight the geographical location?  

2 Did you explain why the yellow river is called that?  

3 Did you specify when the first populations arose?  

4 Did you include a timeline?  

5 Did you give information about China today?  

6 Did you describe the historical events of the various dynasties?  

7 Did you include pictures?  

8 Did all the members of your group work together?  

9 Did you respect the time available?  

10 Did you share IT tools?  

 Total point  

 

 

Group 2 
Points (1 for each delivery 
met) 

1 Did you insert pictures?  

2 Did you explain what the Great Wall of China was for?  

3 Did you specify who built it?  

4 Did you indicate what year construction began?  

5 Did you say what year the Terracotta Army was found?  

6 Did you specify which emperor it was dedicated to?  

7 Did you explain what the terracotta army was used for?  

8 Did all members of your group work together?  

9 Did you respect the time available?  

10 Did you share IT tools?  

 Total point  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Group 3 
Points (1 for each delivery 
met) 

1 Did you indicate what the ancient Chinese believed in?  
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2 Did you mention Confucius?  

3 Did you mention the components of the social classes?  

4 Did you specify the various roles of the emperor?  

5 Did you specify the activities of women?  

6 Did you indicate what activities the ancient Chinese did?  

7 Have you included pictures?  

8 Did all members of your group work together?  

9 Did you respect the time available?  

10 Did you share IT tools?  

 Total point  

 

Group 4 Points (1 for each delivery 
met) 

1 Did you specify what the ancient Chinese did?  

2 Did you specify what they grew?  

3 Did you mention the main products they traded?  

4 Did you mention the silk route?  

5 Did you specify what plant the silkworm feeds on?  

6 Did you list the stages of development of the silkworm?  

7 Have you included pictures?  

8 Did all members of your group work together?  

9 Did you respect the time available?  

10 Did you share IT tools?  

 Total point  

 

Group 5 
Points (1 for each delivery 
met) 

1 Did you mention the compass?  

2 Did you mention the hourglass?  

3 Did you mention at least two other inventions?  

4 Did you specify the name of the saw in Chinese writing?  

5 Did you mention the peculiarity of Chinese writing?  

6 Did you include pictures?  

7 Did all the members of your group work together?  

8 Did you respect the time available?  

9 Did you share IT tools?  
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10 Did you share IT tools?  

 Total point  
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Delivery by authentic task 

 

A MEMORABLE SCENE 
1. Choose a scene from a film you like. 
2. Describe it using as many adjectives and adverbs as possible. 
3. You must use AT LEAST 450 words, direct speech, Past simple and Past continuous 
4. .Choose a web tool to present your work (no power point presentations will be accepted) 
5. Your work must be completed and sent to our Edmodo group by Tuesday, the 24th at 21. pm. 

 

 

Your work will be assessed according to the following criteria: 

1) Use of English (grammar, vocabulary, spelling) (6 points) 

2) Accuracy of the digital presentation (3 points) 

3) Team work (1 point) 

 

 

WARNING! If you are late with submission of the presentation you'll get a penalty. 

 

Oral presentation has a different assessment. 

 

 

CHECKLIST 

 Are there at least 450 words?  

 Have you used verbs in the Past simple and Past continuous tense? 

 Have you used adverbs of manner and degree? 

 Have you included direct speech? 

 Have you tried to use a wider choice of words and adjectives? 

 Have you checked the spelling of verbs and words before saving your work? 

 Have you put the subject in every sentence, have you used the right word order , have you 
looked for the right prepositions to use? 

 Is the presentation accurate, tidy and easy to understand? 

 Have you used pictures and videos of good quality? 
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4) Sitography and bibliography 

 

Digital teaching and flipped classroom 

Studies 

 M. Suzanne Donovan and John D. Bransford “How students learn: History, Mathematics and 
Science in the classroom” (2005) 

 L. Deslaurien, E. Schelew, C. Wiemen “Improved Learning in a Large-Enrollment Physics 
Class      (2011) 

 

Where to find videos 

 

 Flipnet.it – Instructional materials– Science Area 

 Oilproject.org  

 Ovovideo.com 

 TedEd (Youtube channel) 

 TedEd (how to create a lesson) 

 Raiscuola (website) 

 Raiscuola (how to create a video) 

 Khan Academy (website) 

 

Apps and tools for digital education 

 

 App for theacher (Youtube channel) 

 Screencast-o-matic ( screen recording) 

 

Gamification (and evaluation) 

 

 Kahoot! 

 Plickers 

 Flipquiz 

 

Social 

 Facebook group  “The Flipped Classroom” 

 Facebook group  “The authentic task in the flipped classroom” 

 

Recommended bibliography 

- M.Maglioni and F.Biscaro "The flipped classroom" Erickson 

- Bergman and Sams "Flip Your Classroom - The flipped classroom" Ed. Giunti 

- M. Maglioni "Capovolgiamo la scuola. Le cinque leve Flipnet per un nuovo sistema educativo" 
Erickson 

- S. Rossi "Leading the flipped classroom" Pearson 

 

https://www.nap.edu/read/10126/chapter/2
https://www.nap.edu/read/10126/chapter/2
https://info.maths.ed.ac.uk/assets/files/LandT/Deslauriers_Science_May2011.pdf
https://info.maths.ed.ac.uk/assets/files/LandT/Deslauriers_Science_May2011.pdf
https://flipnet.it/area-scientifica/
http://www.oilproject.org/
http://www.ovovideo.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/TEDItalia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7JoczIho7Y
http://www.raiscuola.rai.it/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=20fN3LCEYW0&t=417s
https://it.khanacademy.org/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL4PUg0fW5vECt-9ynYyNuap2qkoDSUpDf
https://screencast-o-matic.com/
https://create.kahoot.it/register
https://www.plickers.com/
https://www.plickers.com/
https://flipquiz.me/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/laclassecapovolta/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/compitoautentico/
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WELCOME TO 2021-22  

https://www.springsteched.net/stemcte--flipping-the-classroom.html 

 

FLIPQUIZ  FlipQuiz is a freemium web application that in the free version allows you to 
create a board or scoreboard containing questions to be submitted to the class 
for the team game. FlipQuiz is very easy to use and addictive in the game 
phase. In the free version, you can insert text and images, share it on social 
media or via links, or even embed it in code on a website or blog. You can 
also export and print the scoreboard.  Tutorial 

   

LEARNING APPS LearningApps.org is an application that allows you to create various types of 
simple interactive activities. You can create an APP, without having any 
programming knowledge, using a template designed for the type of module 
you want to create.The APPs created are not complete teaching units but are 
very suitable for use as test exercises.  Tutorial1  Tutorial2 

 

TES (BLENDSPACE) Allows you to create lessons, i.e. to group different materials (.doc, .ppt, 
youtube videos, links...) on a single page. Once you have created your lessons 
(which you can delete or modify at any time), you can form one or more 
virtual classes by returning to your home page and switching to "classes" 
(optional). Just give your class a name: you will be given a code which you 
will give to your pupils. All they have to do is register on the site as "students" 
and enter the code. You can then choose which lessons you want to share with 
your classes via the "share" option. You can also check the number of visits 
and who has viewed the material. Overview  

 

ADOBE SPARK A dobe Spark lets you create graphics, animated presentations with 
photos, videos and text for web and social on the fly. And it's free.It can be 
an alternative to TES Blendspace. Tutorial 

 

THINGLINK  THINGLINK is an online application that allows you to insert interactive tags 
(annotations) into any image. You can also insert photos, videos and links.
 Tutorial 

 

QUIZLET  Quizlet is a platform for creating flashcards for various self-study activities. 
Very effective for BES, DSA, pupils with support. Overview 

 

 

WEEBLY  Web service to create an easy and impactful personal website.  Tutorial 

 

TED-ED  Platform to create interactive video lessons. Tutorial 

 

PLICKERS  App for gamification. Quiz similar to Kahoot but without the need for 
smartphones or other digital tools from pupils. Overview 

https://www.springsteched.net/
https://www.springsteched.net/stemcte--flipping-the-classroom.html
https://flipquiz.me/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhd-RpGfkj8&t=137s
https://learningapps.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99qTytEztaY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-QGvEdicTQ
https://www.tes.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UN1l8ixQlzc
https://spark.adobe.com/about
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjYJWnuNybo
https://www.thinglink.com/edu
https://finestrelle.blogspot.it/p/thinglink.html
https://quizlet.com/it
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgAf4WMfhtI
http://www.weebly.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A2TAPHQj-9o
https://ed.ted.com/lessons?content_type=originals&direction=desc&sort=publish-date
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7JoczIho7Y
https://www.plickers.com/
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